
 

Getting the most from your gear. 
 

Taking some simple steps at the end of the work day can extend the life of all your equipment. Long 

term this helps keep your money in your pocket and improve the results for your effort! 

 

Some simple steps to get you started; 

➢ Make sure your mops, buckets, brooms, squeegee’s and sponges etc are all washed and 

stored in a clean dry and if possible ventilated area. Ideally mops, brooms and squeegee’s 

on hooks.  

➢ Wringer style buckets should have the mop strands and other nasties pulled out and 

disposed of daily. Just makes it easier when there’s less of it and super quick done once a 

day! After wash them out so there’s no dirt or mop pieces left and leave them to dry. 

➢ All our product have printed spray and or squeeze bottles too. Decant you bulk product into 

these specially marked containers for easy identification and use. Make sure they are filled 

as per specifications and your off. Also they have first aid measures on them just in case! 

➢ This goes without saying but don’t mix ANY products together. Can be dangerous, leave it to 

our chemists. I have a great story to tell about an employee from years ago. Check the blog 

for it, coming soon. 

➢ Keep your cleaner room clean. Treat it like a clients washroom, clean drains, sinks and 

floors. You can’t clean properly if your washing out in filthy sinks. 

 

Dare we say it? PLEASE use a separate set of equipment for your toilet, bathroom and washroom 

services. I’m only a phone call away if you want me to explain this gem. 

 

Check our how to section for more detailed information on everything cleaning. Coming soon! 
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